Using sound to complement graphics and to present data is becoming increasingly popular. Sound can potentially reveal patterns and anomalies in data that are di cult to perceive visually. Moreover, psychological studies show that some types of data are more quickly assimilated when presented with sound; an audio alarm is the classic example. Unfortunately, the lack of standards governing the software interface to sound hardware, as well as the diversity of sound hardware, make it di cult to portably integrate mappings of data to sound (soni cations) with existing data visualization tools. This paper describes the design of a soni cation toolkit, Porsonify, created to simplify this task.
Introduction
In addition to speech and music, incidental and ambient sounds are important, though frequently unrecognized, contributors to our perception of the world. As you read this article, your subconscious is processing and eliding ambient sound. You are unlikely to notice the sound of airconditioning or heating fans, background music, or muted conversations. Yet, if the fans were to stop, the music to dramatically change tempo, or you were addressed by name, you would likely recognize the change. More subtlely, background music in workplaces is programmed to be \brighter," and more upbeat in the early morning and after lunch.
In addition to the general e ects of ambient sounds, nonspeech audio serves three speci c purposes. First, and simplest, sound signals state transitions (i.e., it functions as a sonic cue). For example, an alarm clock is a signal to awaken, and the ringing of a telephone indicates the presence of a call. Second, sound identi es objects via their sonic signature (e.g., each bird species is identi able via its call, and most mechanical devices can be identi ed by the sound of their operation) ?]. Finally, sound describes the evolution of a process state; one monitors the sound emanating from an automobile engine to determine gear shift points.
In some instances, the information provided sonically could, instead, be presented and perceived visually, but in general this is neither practical nor desirable. Most visual cues require active examination of the signaling object | one must be alert to recognize a visual signal such as a warning light. Similarly, to visually identify an object, it must lie within one's eld of view; hidden or partially occluded objects may not be identi able without complementary sonic cues. Finally, visual monitoring precludes other activities. One could not drive a vehicle with a manual transmission if it required continuous visual examination of a tachometer. Simply put, sound naturally complements vision by freeing the eyes to focus on important tasks and by providing ancillary information that can redirect visual focus when appropriate.
Nonspeech audio is only now nding its way into the computer interface. We expect high resolution graphics displays and exible windowing software on workstations, but high delity audio and sophisticated sound toolkits are still a pleasant curiosity. The novelty of audio in the computer interface is indicative of the nascent state of sonic data presentation metaphors and the need for further soni cation research. The properties of aural cues are not yet as well understood as those for visual signals, and their dependence on perceptual context must be exploited with care | we know that sound alone is often insu cient to convey accurate information without a visual context. For example, merging the sound of a hammer with sounds that are commonly heard in a gymnasium (e.g., cheering or a referee's whistle) makes it harder to distinguish that sound from that of a bouncing basketball. In context, the basketball is expected, and the hammer is not ?].
Motion pictures and television demonstrate the importance of sound to punctuate graphics; sound makes ordinary events realistic and special e ects believable. Even in the silent lm era, producers recognized the importance of musical accompanyment to complement imagery | no melodramatic railroad track rescue would be complete without rousing music.
Video game designers also are aware that aural cues provide a sense of interaction. Just as the sounds created by mechanical parts in a pinball machine give feedback to a player, electronically generated sounds at appropriate moments in video games reinforce virtual interactions. Video game players achieve higher scores with sound and graphics than with graphics alone ?].
Despite the undeniable importance of sound and our conscious, and subconscious, reliance on its attributes, soni cations are not currently an integral part of today's visualization and data analysis systems. There are several reasons for this. First, many aspects of sound perception are not yet well understood; more research is needed to determine the best sonic representations of data. Second, there is no standard sound hardware or software platform. Given the variety of available sound hardware and associated protocols, creating portable soni cations that retain their salient perceptual features across a range of sound hardware platforms is extremely di cult. In many respects, this is a bootstrap problem | technical obstacles make it di cult to conduct the kinds of psychological experiments necessary to identify appropriate sound metaphors for data representation, and without such metaphors, standard soni cation interfaces are unlikely to emerge. This paper describes Porsonify, a toolkit for creating soni cations that can be easily integrated with existing visualization systems; it is intended to provide a platform for experimentation with mappings of data to sound. Porsonify relies on a network interface to sound devices and abstract sound device descriptions to provide portability.
In x2, we review the attributes of sound and the implications of psychoacoustics for soni cation metaphors, followed in x3 by a discussion of the the desirable features of soni cation software systems. The design of the Porsonify software is detailed in x4. In x5{6, we describe our experiences creating soni cations with Porsonify. These examples illustrate the power of the simple building blocks that Porsonify provides; a wide range of complex e ects can be achieved without writing new soni cation code. The implementation of Porsonify is outlined brie y in x??, and we conclude in x?? with some thoughts on the future of soni cation. 
Sound Attributes and Soni cation
A sound is the sensation of pressure variations in the air caused by a vibrating source. The pattern of these variations over time determines the waveform of a sound; waveform determines timbre, the identifying character of a sound. Figure 1 shows two sample, sinusoidal waveforms. In both cases, the y-axis represents pressure, and the x-axis represents time. The measure of pressure is the amplitude of the sound; it is perceived as loudness. If the waveform is composed of a repeating pattern, as these waveforms are, they are said to be periodic, and the smallest repeating pattern is a cycle. One period for the waveform shown in Figure 1 as a dark line is marked by the horizontal arrow. The number of periods per unit of time is called the frequency; it is discernible as the pitch of the sound. The waveform depicted by the dashed line has a frequency twice that of the other.
Although there are only a small number of sound characteristics, they can be manipulated to produce a rich set of sounds. One can change the amplitude, frequency, or shape of a sound wave, and each of these variations has profound psychoacoustical e ects. Moreover, no single characteristic of sound can be considered alone; complex inter-relationships between sounds make the psychoacoustics of soni cation design interesting and complex. Furthermore, computer-aided sound synthesis has expanded sound exploration beyond renditions of \classical" musical instruments and compositions. For example, a Klangfarbenmelodie, or a melody composed of di erent tone colors, is far easier to achieve with synthesized sounds under computer control than orchestrally. The same complexity that distinguishes the sound of a violin from a sine wave makes data soni cation challenging.
Pitch
Logarithmic changes in the frequency of a waveform are perceived as linear changes in pitch. Despite its logarithmic mapping, pitch is one of the most intuitive ways to express relative magnitude. Higher notes, or frequencies, can be used to represent larger data values in the same way that in a standard colormap red might represent higher data values than the color blue.
Although it is possible to map data to arbitrary frequencies, mappings to notes in familiar musical scales are more likely to form human-recognizable patterns. Moreover, although the human ear can detect frequencies between 20 and 20,000 Hz, it is most sensitive to frequencies between 20 and 4000 Hz. This smaller range of frequencies corresponds approximately, and not coincidentally, to the range of notes on a piano keyboard. Given the wide range of distinctly audible notes, pitch can convey a large range of data values.
Pitch is not without its disadvantages. A sound must last a certain number of cycles for a frequency to be perceived; lower notes, with longer periods, must be heard for longer durations than higher notes. Although large, the range of pitches in a traditional chromatic scale provides limited resolution; there are twelve notes in each of seven octaves within a reasonable audible range. As with gradually shaded colormaps, adjacent values can be di cult to distinguish.
Loudness
The perceived loudness of a sound is a linear response to its amplitude, but this response is inuenced by many other sound characteristics. In particular, frequency and timbre have a large e ect on perceived loudness and the minimum detectable change in amplitude. For example, lower frequencies in a musical range sound softer than higher frequencies. Furthermore, the frequency and amplitude relationships among multiple notes can a ect their perceived loudness. A soft note played immediately after a loud note will be perceived di erently than if heard alone ?].
For these reasons, loudness is not really a linear scale. Di erent musical instruments have di erent perceived loudness, and if overall volume is reduced (e.g., by a global volume control), variations in loudness are more di cult to detect. Hence, loudness should be used with care in a soni cation that incorporates multiple timbres. Because our ability to detect variations in loudness is small compared to the di erentiability of pitch, loudness by itself is probably most e ective for representing a parameter with a small dynamic range or a small number of discrete values. Soft tones are naturally associated with smaller magnitudes than loud tones.
Timbre
Timbre is equivalent to the waveform of a sound. It is timbre that determines whether one hears a trumpet or a piano, even if the pitch is the same. Timbre can also be unpitched, as, for example, in percussion instruments or ocean waves.
The capabilities of the sound synthesis mechanism determine the utility of timbre to present data. Software sound synthesis can interpret a data set itself as samples from a waveform, which has its own characteristic timbre. For example, a purely random data set would constitute samples from a random set of waveforms (i.e., white noise). Because we can easily distinguish a transition from random noise to regular patterns, this mapping alone might be useful in detecting regularity in large data sets. If interpreting the data as a waveform yields no insight, or if the resulting number of waveform samples is too small to be revealing, the data can be used to manipulate another waveform, creating a controlled, secondary e ect on the timbre. It is impossible, however, to support this kind of control in real-time without substantial signal processing.
Even if one can choose only from a xed palette of voices, timbre can draw distinctions among multiple data categories (e.g., city populations and crime rates). Most individuals can readily recognize instruments from di erent families (e.g., woodwind or strings). Associating a timbre with each category is similar to associating a voice with a person. Another sound mapping (e.g., pitch) can distinguish elements within each category. This idea is well known to musicians; consider Proko ev's Peter and the Wolf, where di erent instruments are used to represent various animals. In the traditional orchestration, for example, the oboe is a duck, and the clarinet a cat.
Location
Location is the perception of a sound source's placement. It depends not only on the physical location of the sound source, but also on the environmental acoustics and the shape of the ear. Software control of real-time audio spatialization (i.e., placing a sound source at a particular threedimensional location as heard through stereo headphones), is di cult. However, even the onedimensional mapping a orded by stereo balance, where the sound source can be positioned in discrete steps from left to right, can augment visualizations by providing locational cues.
More sophisticated locational cues, such as those provided by real-time digital signal processing, can e ectively expand the dimensionality of sound from one dimension (time) to four (time and three-dimensional space). One such technique, developed at the NASA Ames Research Center, relies on digital signal processors, headphones, and a model of the human ear to position up to four sound sources in three-dimensional space ?].
It is di cult to discern ne di erences in sound location; in particular, perception of the elevation of a sound source is relatively poor. Nevertheless, spatial sound location, and its simpler variant, stereo balance, can be e ectively used to categorize several discrete values, especially if the relationship between the values is a non-ordered one.
Rhythm and Duration
Sound patterns are perceived as notes and rhythms. Music is usually organized around a periodic event rate, or pulse. This usually varies, non-coincidentally, with the human heart rate. An organizing beat lets listeners anticipate future events and remember more easily what has been heard. Short-term memory limits the number of events that can be immediately remembered; in music this number can extend to fteen events per second ?]. In soni cations, rhythm can represent the temporal separation between timestamped events or behavioral cycles.
Because we cannot accurately discriminate between sound durations unless they di er substantially, duration cannot easily be used to present quantitative data. But, duration can help identify data outliers if most values are mapped to short, uniform length notes, with the exceptions soni ed as long, sustained notes. It can also mark activity lifetimes, highlighting overlapping activities.
Musical Considerations
Most people have a good memory for musical patterns ?]. Typically, the melody of a new song is the rst thing remembered and the last thing forgotten. However, exactly what constitutes a melody has been the subject of a considerable research ?]. For example, a sequence of notes from a single instrument is more likely to be perceived as a melody than the same notes from di erent instruments. Certain patterns of notes are more \melodic" than others. For this reason, the choice of a scale or starting pitch can be particularly signi cant for a soni cation designer, as one choice might generate less melodic, and thus less memorable, patterns than another ?].
Soni cation Software Design Issues
The rich space of sound attributes, together with the psychology of sound perception and the lessons of musical composition, make selecting appropriate soni cation metaphors both subtle and complex. It is further exacerbated by the choice of interaction mode and sound synthesis technique.
Interaction
Ideally, a soni cation toolkit should support real-time control of sound generation. It should be possible to interactively generate sounds in response to user actions, such as keystrokes or mouse clicks, as well as external stimuli. Real-time control not only allows interactive experimentation with sound generation, but permits soni cation in response to user interactions with visualizations. Moreover, although soni cations can be useful in isolation, a consequence of their still experimental nature is that they are best heard as complements to graphics | a redundant graphic representation familiarizes users with the power and utility of soni cation. Finally, the real-time constraint is consistent with how people identify sounds in everyday activities; one interacts with something and it makes a noise. This real-time requirement has profound implications for sound device control and appropriate sound synthesis techniques.
Synthesis Techniques
Calculating the samples of a waveform and making them audible with a digital-to-analog converter is the simplest, most direct way to create computer-controlled sound. Computer musicians have used this technique to generate compositions for forty years ?, ?]. With this approach, one rst assembles and interconnects basic sound software building blocks, like oscillators, to create instruments with particular attributes, and then speci es a sequence of notes for the instruments. Executing the sound synthesis program produces a set of sound waveform samples. This is an extremely exible sound synthesis method; unfortunately, the computational requirements are, in general, too high to produce high-quality audio output in real-time. Under restricted conditions, specialized digital signal processors can generate audio samples in real-time; however, they are relatively expensive and often di cult to program e ciently.
A third alternative relies on specialized sound hardware with embedded support for speci c sound synthesis algorithms. This approach is inexpensive and can generate high quality, real-time sounds. In exchange, it sacri ces software control over the sound synthesis algorithms. The Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) protocol ?], which de nes a standard format for controlling sound components (e.g., pitch, duration, and volume), allows such specialized instruments to be computer-controlled. The MIDI protocol does not specify the sounds that are generated, only how they are controlled.
Although specialized MIDI-controlled sound synthesizers are currently the most cost-e ective way to create high-quality, real-time sounds, they lack the exibility to create and play arbitrary new sound samples. Ideally, a soni cation system should support both real-time sound synthesis via MIDI instruments and, when it is possible to generate sound samples o -line, the ability to replay those samples as well.
Sound Control Metaphors
The essence of a soni cation is the mapping of data to sound parameters. To \display" data with a sound, some attribute of that sound must convey some aspect of the data. However, the potential mappings are constrained by the available sound hardware. Because real-time output is vital to user interaction, all commands to play sounds or alter the characteristics of sounds currently playing must have an immediate e ect. 1 \Buttons" and \knobs" provide a natural metaphor for real-time interaction. A button represents a command and causes the sound device to change state (e.g., play a note or set the volume). Knobs represent the arguments to commands, such as note pitch or volume. Intuitively, buttons are function calls, and knobs are function arguments. Continuing this analogy, one can represent each sound device by a panel of knobs and a list of buttons; the knobs are turned to appropriate settings and buttons are pressed to manipulate the sound device. By mapping data to speci c knobs and buttons, the data can \display itself" by turning one or more knobs and pushing one or more buttons (e.g., each data value \pushes" a button to play a note and \turns" a knob using its magnitude to select the note's pitch).
Any sophisticated sound device has a conceptual plethora of controls and commands. For example, one could equip a sound device with a button to play Beethoven's Ninth Symphony and a knob to vary its measure by measure tempo, should this display prove useful in data analysis. In practice, however, the set of interesting controls for data soni cation is but a small subset of the total. Complex commands, such as musical patterns, can be built from primitives such as \note on" and \note o ." For these primitives, one must control note attributes such as pitch, duration, timbre, volume, and location. The characteristics of the sound device and synthesis technique determine the exibility of control and the range of variation. For example, software synthesis permits actual data to be used to create the timbre; it can be anything from sine waves to ocean waves. In contrast, hardware sound synthesizers typically provide a palette of xed voices (e.g., piano or ute) and some control over vibrato, sustain and other timbre components.
Porsonify Software Design
Drawing on the guidelines of x3, Porsonify is a portable toolkit for soni cation that controls real-time sound generation, supports both the playing of software sound samples and MIDI-controlled hardware sound synthesis, and isolates the idiosyncrasies of sound hardware via a set of device-independent control metaphors and sound servers. 1 This does not preclude more sophisticated soni cations where the data are preprocessed to generate sound samples or synthesizer commands, merely that real-time interaction requires real-time response. To separate the device-dependent and device-independent aspects of sound device control, Porsonify is based on a client/server model. Each sound device is managed by a server process that responds to application client commands, button pushes in the metaphor of x3.3. The interface to the sound device is determined exclusively by the commands the sound device server accepts. When a client application rst contacts a sound server, it receives a list of the supported commands (buttons) and their options (knobs).
A general purpose network audio access daemon, or naad, arbitrates access to the sound device servers and advertizes available sound device types, both those local to the current system and those remotely accessible via the network. Applications rst contact the naad to initiate sound device connections.
This protocol allows a workstation user to execute multiple applications that access a combination of local and remote sound devices. This network implementation does impose performance limitations; the latency to execute network commands constrains the maximum speed that notes can be played. However, we have not found this to be a practical performance limitation.
By analogy with the X Window System, the device-independent messages sent between client and server correspond to the X protocol. As in X, there are higher level widget abstractions that use these sonic messages to implement more complex sonic functions. The design of the sound servers and these widgets is the subject of the reminder of this section.
Sound Device Servers
Sound device servers encapsulate sound device-speci c functions and provide abstract device interfaces to client applications. They accept sonic messages, equivalent to \button pushes" that change the state of the sound device. Soni cations that rely on the button/knob metaphor can use the unique capabilities of speci c hardware without device-speci c code.
Each instance of a sound device has its own server that listens for connections on a TCP/IP port. When a client application initiates a connection to a sound device server, it receives a sound device description consisting of three tables: a sonic message con guration table de nes the commands the server accepts (the buttons), a device defaults table describes the default arguments to those commands (the knobs), and adevice parameters table speci es xed, valid ranges for the arguments.
As an example, imagine a sound device that supports only one function; it can beep for a speci ed duration of up to ten seconds. The textual representation of the command the server accepts, (i.e., the sonic message con guration table that describes the command to make the device beep) looks as follows.
The rst eld is the name of this command. The second eld refers to the executable code that the sound device server must invoke to execute this command. The remaining eld is an argument to the Beep command. Command arguments are described in the device defaults table, which for this simple device would appear as follows.
The rst eld above is the same key that appears in the sonic message con guration table. The second eld is the type of the argument. This is followed by a textual description of this argument, its default value (1 second), and the key names of the device constants that bound the duration. These bounds are delineated in a device parameters table, shown below for the simple beep device.
The rst eld in each line above is the same key that appears in the device defaults table. The second column is the type of these bounds, integer in this case. The third column is the description of the constant, and the fourth is the constant value.
When an application has received these tables, it knows the commands that the sound device supports, their arguments, and the valid range of arguments for these commands. In this example, an application can determine that the beeping sound device supports only one command, Beep, which accepts one integer argument, Duration (in seconds), that must lie between a Minimum Duration of 0 and a Maximum Duration of 10. An application can cause the device to beep for two seconds by sending its server a sonic message of the following form.
"Beep" 2 Sonic messages, synthesized using these tables, cause commands to be executed on a sound device and are the \button pushes" that cause the sound device to change state. Note that sonic messages may either cause a sound to occur (e.g., play a note), or change some sound parameter (such as volume) that a ects current or future sounds. 2 All sound device servers export and respond to messages in the same way, only the devicespeci c sound generation di ers. Therefore, new device servers can be created by constructing the 2 Using this protocol, one can build sonic widgets that combine multiple sonic messages to realize more complex functions (e.g., continuously varying the pitch of a sustained note based on input data). Such widgets are the subject of x4.3.1. con guration, defaults, and parameters tables for thea new device, writing the device-speci c code that responds to the sound device messages, and integrating that code with a sound server shell. Figure 2 illustrates how the sound device description and base hardware functions interact. The dark arrow represents function calls, and the light arrows represent dependencies between de nitions in the message con guration, device defaults, and device parameters les.
Porsonify Interprocess Communication
Network access to sound devices is important in an experimental environment. Typically, sound devices are less common than display devices; to maximize their utility they should be as widely accessible as possible. Moreover, network access allows one to sonify data for a remote listener just as one can remotely display windows on a bit-mapped display. Finally, by making the interface to remote and local devices identical, multiple sound devices in a room can be combined to create a soni cation. In Porsonify, client applications interact with the table-driven sound device servers through a general-purpose network audio access daemon, or naad. A client application can discover what devices exist on a given system by querying the naad on that system. In return, the client application receives a textual list of available sound devices (e.g., \Yamaha TG33 MIDI Tone Generator") and the names of the ports associated with the device-speci c servers. 3 Figure 3 illustrates this communication.
Once the application is ready to connect to a speci c device, it contacts the naad on the local system and gives the name of the (possibly remote) system and the port associated with the device's server to the naad (step 3 in Figure 4 ). The naad checks whether any other application on the local system has a connection open to the sound device. If not, it must contact the sound device server (step 4). When the naad opens a connection to the server, it receives in return the sound device description, containing the commands and controls the sound device supports (step 5). Then the naad forks, so that its child can propagate sonic messages to the sound device while the naad continues to listen for commands from other processes.
Steps 4{6 are unnecessary if the local system already has a connection open to the requested device; the naad will have cached a copy of the device description, and one of its children will 3 The port name is a network address used to open a connection to a server. Figure 4 : Opening a connection to a sound device already be connected to the sound device server. Finally the parent naad returns the sound device description and the name of a UNIX named FIFO pipe (step 7). The client application will write commands to this pipe, and they will be read by the naad child and forwarded to the appropriate sound device server.
The sound device description that the client receives speci es the sonic commands the sound device can execute and the valid arguments for each command. For example, Play A Note might be one such command, with arguments Pitch and Duration. The device description would specify the range of valid pitches and durations. The client then uses this description to compose the sonic messages that it sends to the sound device server via the naad. Figure 5 illustrates how the client sends these messages to the naad child through the named FIFO pipe. The naad child forwards the messages to the sound device server to which it is connected.
Client applications can interact with sound devices in two modes: synchronous and asynchronous. In synchronous mode, the client may send a batch of sonic commands and receive an acknowledgment to indicate that the commands have executed. In asynchronous mode, no acknowledgments are sent. Acknowledgements are vital when synchronizing sound with graphics, because they allow a client to defer graphics updates until queued soni cation requests complete.
Sonic Abstractions
For data to be represented with sound, some aspect of the sound must be controlled by the data. For example, consider the beeping device described in x4.1. One simple soni cation represents each scalar datum by a beep whose duration corresponds to the magnitude of the datum | a scaled version of each datum controls the single knob of the beep command or button. This is the simplest type of soni cation. Based on the capabilities of the device, the command can be as simple as beeping, or more sophisticated (e.g., playing a sequence of chords or a motive, with the pitches and rhythm determined by the input data).
In a more sophisticated soni cation, the data can be used to control the number of times naad child sound device server 8. Send sonic messages via named FIFO pipe.
9. Forward sonic messages to sound device server.
10. Acknowledgements (in synchronous mode).
(in synchronous mode).
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Figure 5: Sending messages to a sound device some set of commands is executed, possibly with newly instantiated arguments. For example, the beeping sound device could function as an alarm that is triggered only when a datum lies outside some acceptable range. If it is below the minimum, a short beep is played, and if it is above the maximum, the duration of the beep is longer.
Given the dearth of established heuristics for soni cation, rapid con guration and experimentation with di erent mappings of data to sound parameters is critical. Porsonify provides a simple toolkit for creating soni cations by manipulating abstract sound device descriptions. This makes integration of sound with existing graphics and visualization tools particularly easy.
Simply put, Porsonify separates the task of using data to manipulate the sound device (the soni cation) from the sound device functionality. Because the functions of all sound devices are speci ed in the abstract sound device description as \buttons" that can be pushed to cause the sound device to change state, and \knobs" that control the e ects of the buttons, to create a sonication, one need only map the data to sound commands (buttons) and their arguments (knobs). Sonic widgets provide standard, commonly used mapping functions.
Sonic Widgets
Although one could directly create soni cations by synthesizing the messages for a sound device server, it is tedious and error prone. Moreover, certain functions occur frequently and are independent of both a speci c sound device and soni cation (e.g., conditional execution and iteration). In Porsonify, these patterns are called sonic widgets; they can be viewed as templates for data-driven sound command execution. All Porsonify widgets are device independent and can encapsulate multiple sound commands. They di er only in how data are mapped to command arguments and which subset of the commands are executed. Porsonify currently supports the following sonic widgets.
A SimpleSonicWidget executes a set of prespeci ed sound device commands for each input datum, possibly using the datum to control one or more command arguments of multiple sound device commands. This is the simplest sonic widget behavior; it simply encapsulates multiple sound commands. A BooleanSonicWidget tests the input datum, and if the test returns true, uses the datum to control the arguments of a set of sound device commands. This widget can be used to create alarms, where commands are executed only if the input datum satis es some condition. A MultiSonicWidget applies a speci ed transformation function to the input datum. The resulting value is used to choose which of several sets of sound device commands is executed. The original, untransformed datum controls the command arguments. For example, this widget could be used to implement a soni cation that receives error codes and plays an appropriate alarm. A LoopingSonicWidget applies a speci ed transformation function to the input datum and uses the result to decide how many times to execute a set of sound device commands, again using the original input data to control command arguments. A InitializingSonicWidget executes a special set of commands to initialize a device the rst time a data value is received. Thereafter, it acts like a SimpleSonicWidget. The sonic messages passed between an application and a sound device server are understood only by that device, but the e ect of a sequence of sonic messages for one device can be approximated by another sequence of messages for a di erent device. Consider two sound devices where the rst supports a command to play a note with a particular pitch for a speci ed duration, and the second device supports only note on and o commands. To achieve the same e ect on the second device one must turn a note on, execute a command to pause for some duration, and then turn the note o . A soni cation that plays a note for every datum is equally e ective on both sound devices, although the set of commands needed to realize the desired behavior is di erent. It is this list of commands that is encapsulated is controlled by a sonic widget.
Transformation Functions
Sonic widgets and abstract sound devices hide command di erences among devices while preserving access via command abstractions like \buttons." However, not only do di erent devices have di erent command sets, they also have di erent arguments, or \knobs." Frequently even knobs with similar functionality (e.g., pitch or volume) have di erent ranges. For example, one device might support a volume setting in the range 0{9, and the other in the range 0{90.
To map data into a range suitable for use as a command argument, the data must be scaled to lie within the range speci ed by the device parameters le. The tests and transformation functions used to convert a data value to a command argument and to conditionally execute a sound device command hide the di erences in knobs across di erent sound devices and provide complete device independence.
In Porsonify, the current set of transformation functions includes a complete set of boolean tests for equality and inequality and a variety of linear scaling and histogramming functions. The tests are used by the sonic widgets to determine which, if any, command set should be executed. Similarly, the scaling and histogramming functions map the input data to the range appropriate for a command argument on the speci ed device.
Widget Control Files
Not only does Porsonify provide a simple toolkit for creating soni cations, composed of sonic widgets and transformation functions, using this toolkit, one can encapsulate the complete speci cation of a soni cation in a single con guration, called a widget control le. As an example, Figure 6 shows the widget control control le for a simple alarm that plays a sound sample le on a Sun SPARCstation when the input value equals seven. This le speci es that a BooleanSonicWidget should apply the transform numbered 4 (a boolean transformation function) with the condition numbered 0 (an equality test) to the input data and the constant 7.0. If the test is true, four commands are sent to the SPARCstation audio server. These commands play a segment of a particular sample audio le at a given volume and pitch on the local SPARCstation speaker. In the gure, the ? preceding the command arguments indicates that they are con gurable (i.e., they can be speci ed at the time the BooleanSonicWidget is created.
Clearly, forcing users to remember numerical codes for commands and their arguments is neither practical nor portable. Hence, the Porsonify toolkit automatically constructs a graphical user interface for sound control le con guration, using information from the sound device server. 4 Figures ??{?? illustrate the graphical con guration that results in the simple alarm con guration le of Figure 6 . Initially, the values displayed for each command argument are the defaults, but the user can change the argument to any valid value, where validity is determined by the contents of the sound device parameters le. After con guring all the arguments, the result is saved as Figure  6 .
Example Sound Clients
To illustrate the exibility and generality of the Porsonify soni cation toolkit, we brie y describe two of its applications. The rst, sdinterface, is a graphical tool that interacts with sound device servers at the most basic level | it provides a simple interface to sound device functions. The second, the Pablo Performance Analysis Environment ?], is a visualization toolkit with support for soni cation provided by Porsonify. The device-independent design of Porsonify allows Pablo to access any available sound hardware without any device-speci c code. Porsonify can be integrated with any application using a similar approach.
An Interactive Sound Device Interface
The sdinterface application connects to the system and port speci ed on the command line, creating an panel of sliders and buttons that can be used to manipulate the device defaults, and a menu of sonic messages that can be sent to the sound device. These sliders and buttons correspond directly to \knobs" speci ed in the sound device description, and the menu of sonic messages is formed from the buttons in the description. Figure ? ? shows the default panel created by connecting to the port midiaudio on the local workstation. To send a command, one selects a sonic message from the Sonic Messages menu (in the lower right corner), and clicks on the button directly above, labeled EXECUTE. When a sonic message menu entry is selected, the arguments to that command are highlighted.
The sdinterface application illustrates the generic portability of the abstract sound device; the interface is created entirely and automatically from the abstract sound device description. Therefore, this application operates with any sound device that has a Porsonify sound device server.
Pablo: Integrating Graphics and Sound
Pablo 5 is an extensible, portable performance analysis environment that supports the analysis of dynamic performance data drawn from massively parallel computer systems. In the coarse-grain data ow style of AVS or Silicon Graphics Explorer 6 Pablo consists of a set of data transformation and visualization modules that can be interactively interconnected in a graphical workspace to form a directed, acyclic data analysis graph. These modules are called functional units.
The Porsonify sonic widget abstraction made it easy to add soni cation modules to Pablo. In Pablo, each sound functional unit is associated with one sonic widget, which de nes the soni cation. Certain functional units are named for the widget control les used to to create the core sonic widgets, and others permit the user to select an arbitrary widget control le by name. The sound functional unit is just a medium to invoke a sonic widget; the input to the functional unit is used as the input to the sonic widget.
As an example, Figure ? ? shows a small Pablo data analysis graph with three data presentation modules, one graphical and two sonic. The input data is an execution trace taken from an iterative partial di erential equations (PDE) solver on an eight processor message passing system. In Figure   ? ?, the strip chart shows the number of each processor as it sends a message; the display scrolls Silicon Graphics Explorer is a trademark of Silicon Graphics Corporation. from left to right as the input data are processed. The repeating pattern re ects the iterative nature of the PDE solver.
Both sound modules redundantly present the data shown in the strip chart, though they use di erent sound devices. The ScaleSound module uses each datum to select a pitch for a note and then sends commands to a MIDI sound server to play the notes. Con guration options allow the user to choose the instrument, the note duration, volume, and stereo balance, as well as how the data are scaled before being mapped to note pitches. The SayNumber module uses digitized sound samples of the spoken numerals to speak the value of each input. Figure ? ? shows a portion of the con guration for this module.
New sound devices can be integrated seamlessly with Pablo simply by writing new widget control les. Moreover, existing soni cations can be tailored to a particular user's tastes by modifying an existing widget control le.
Example Soni cations
The Porsonify toolkit provides the mechanism for portable, extensible soni cations, but it does not impose a particular soni cation style, nor does it limit the user to a xed set of soni cations. Below, we illustrate how di erent soni cations can be created using the basic building blocks Porsonify provides. 7
Audio Cues
An audio cue is an alarm that signals some event. Audio cues are a natural use of sound in data soni cation; they draw attention to a condition that cannot easily be seen or that occurs infrequently. In data visualization, it might be useful to announce the magnitudes of those values that lie outside a speci ed range, or indicate when a slowly evolving graphical display has just been updated.
Porsonify permits any sounds that can be generated by the available sound devices to be used as alarms. An alarm can be as simple as a pre-recorded sample le of a chime, or it can be a complicated motive with speci c meanings (e.g., earcons ?]). In addition, the choice of sonic widget to implement the alarm depends primarily on the nature of the input data and the conditions that will trigger the alarm. The BooleanSonicWidget is the simplest choice. As we saw in x4.3.3, one can specify a test for each input datum, which, if true, will send a set of sound commands to the appropriate sound server. These commands then generate the alarm sound. If the input should trigger one of several several distinct cues, the MultiSonicWidget is a more appropriate choice. It tests the input data value to choose a set of sound commands to execute.
We have capitalized on the ability of the Sparc audio device to play sampled audio data to implement some creative audio cues. For example, using the \Say a Number" command of the Sparc audio server and the BooleanSonicWidget, we implemented a simple alarm to announce the value of some statistic when it exceeded a speci ed threshold. Another possibility is to use the MultiSonicWidget to trigger a musical note for each value greater than a certain threshold. The pitch of the note increases with the magnitude of the di erence between the data value and the threshold. In x??, we describe how one can obtain a set of digitized sound sample les for the the soni cations described below. One of the most fundamental concepts in soni cation is the mapping of data to note characteristics (e.g., pitch, volume, or duration). This technique is applicable to both single and multi-dimensional data, although the value of soni cation is most evident with high-dimension data sets that are di cult to interpret using visual techniques. Because input values are mapped to sound command arguments, large numbers of data dimensions can be easily accommodated. Each dimension of a multi-dimensional data sample can be mapped to a separate command argument.
Category
A soni cation of the time-varying instruction mix of two Perfect Club 8 benchmarks ?] on an IBM RS/6000 9 illustrates how Porsonify can create sound parameter mappings. In this data set, machine instructions are grouped in one of six general categories at timestamps corresponding to procedure exits. The speci c programs soni ed were FLO52, an analysis of transonic ow past an airfoil, and DYFESM, a two dimensional dynamic nite element structural analysis code.
In this soni cation, each sample is represented by a note whose six characteristics were determined by the percentage of instructions in the di erent categories. The temporal order of the notes represents the dynamic pattern of procedure calls and the associated instruction mix. The six sound characteristics in the mapping were: sustain (note decay), balance, timbre, pitch, duration, and volume; see Table ? ?. Figure ? ? shows the dynamic instruction mix for the DYFESM code;
notice that the six instruction categories form three natural groups.
We soni ed this data using a MIDI sound server controlled by an InitializingSonicWidget. The initialization commands selected which MIDI channel to use, and the remainder of the commands varied the six note characteristics. After playing these soni cations for a group of people, two observations are apt. First, di erences in instruction mix over time and across the two codes was striking and obvious to all listeners. Second, di erent individuals grasped di erent subtleties. Though all heard pitch variations, they di ered in their perception of note duration and sustain. This not only buttressed our belief that no single soni cation metaphor will be universally appropriate, but also that it is important that one be able to quickly change the mapping of data to sound attributes; the Porsonify toolkit supports precisely this recon guration. The Perfect Club benchmarks are a set of portable Fortran codes for studying the performance of highperformance computer systems. To obtain the data, we traced entry and exit to basic blocks and procedures. At each exit, we calculated the number of instructions of each type that were executed.
Aural Timelines
Many kinds of data consist of timestamped events. Rhythm is a natural sonic mechanism for presenting the relative duration and timing of events, represented by individual notes. When used in conjunction with sound parameter mapping, it creates realistic representations of time varying data.
We used rhythm to sonify a context switch execution trace of one code from the Stanford Parallel
Applications for Shared Memory (SPLASH) benchmark suite ?] running under the experimental Choices ?, ?] operating system on a dual processor Encore Multimax. The benchmark was a manybody molecular dynamics simulation (WATER). The context switch trace recorded all transitions among Choices system tasks and the WATER application processes; each of the context switch records contained a timestamp, processor identi er, the duration of the previous time slice, and the identi ers of the two switching processes. In this soni cation, the type of each process (network, system, or application) was mapped to note pitch, and the duration of each note represented the length of the process's time quantum. We used timbre to distinguish between the two processors (i.e., two notes play simultaneously to represent the two processor activities). The use of multiple timbres emphasized both parallelism and process preemption. When a process is preempted on one processor, another note with a di erent pitch begins. However, the preempted process often reappears on the other processor as the same pitch with a di erent timbre. Figure ? ? shows the context switch pattern among the three process classes for an initial fragment of the WATER code's execution.
It is our belief that a soni cation such as this one punctuates the relative duration and frequency of events over the span of the process execution more e ectively than visualization. Consequently, we feel that sound will become an important component of time-varying visualizations.
7 Porsonify Implementation and Current Status Portability, software reuse, and information hiding were key concerns in the design and implementation of Porsonify. For this reason, all code except for hardware-speci c functions are written in C ++ , a superset of C that supports object-oriented programming. The user interface was built using the X Window System and the Motif widget set.
To simplify programming the X user interface, we relied on the Widget Creation Library (WCL). This library allows one to specify a hierarchy of X widgets and appropriate call backs that describe an interface as an X resource le. The resource le is customizable and can be edited to modify the layout of the X widgets or the look and feel of the interface. The ability to generate an X resource le, which can be interpreted by WCL, was not only an invaluable code development aid, it also made possible the automatic synthesis of a user interface for new sound devices described in x5.1. At present, Porsonify includes sound device servers for the Sun SPARCstation 10 audio device and two MIDI synthesizers, the Yamaha TG33 Tone Generator 11 and Yamaha PortaSound PSS{680 MusicStation 12 . The Sun SPARCstation audio hardware includes analog-to-digital and digital-toanalog converters; the only software functionality is recording and playback of digital audio data at 8K samples per second with 12-bit precision on one output channel. The resulting sound quality is 10 Sun SPARCstation is a trademark of Sun Microsystems Incorporated.
11
Yamaha TG33 Tone Generator is a trademark of Yamaha Corporation.
12
Yamaha PortaSound PSS{680 MusicStation is a trademark of Yamaha Corporation. equivalent to standard telephone service. Although this device has limited capabilities, it is included in every Sun SPARCstation, making it widely accessible. We chose the two MIDI synthesizers because they are relatively inexpensive and provide a wide range of functionality. Porting the software to other MIDI synthesizers requires only modest e ort; most of the MIDI implementation is device independent and table-driven.
Conclusions
Soni cation is a rich and relatively unexplored technique for understanding complex data. Regrettably, the lack of hardware and software standards has made it di cult to explore and evaluate competing soni cation metaphors. For experimentation, one needs a soni cation toolkit that integrates easily with a variety of sound hardware platforms and existing data visualization systems. By manipulating abstract sound devices, Porsonify preserves access to unique, device-speci c features, while hiding them within the higher-level concept of a soni cation. This structure makes it easy to create soni cations, both in isolation and with accompanying visualizations.
Porsonify is but a rst, tentative step from \visualization" toward \perceptualization". Just as all the senses provide us with environment information, they can provide us with information about a data landscape.
Obtaining Soni cations and Software
Digital audio les for the soni cations described in x5 are available via anonymous ftp at bugle.cs.uiuc.edu (128.174.237.148) in the directory pub/IEEESound. Although many of these son cations were created using MIDI synthesizers, we have opted to digitize the resulting audio for the SPARCstation (8-bit -law format). As a consequence there is some loss in delity in exchange for a common sound format.
Finally, the Porsonify software itself is freely available for academic and research use. 
